DUFFLE LET'S THE CAT OUT OF THE BAG

By WILLIAM Z. FOSTER

The CENTRAL purpose of the James Sherriff article in Life, and John Foster Duffie and piddling the so-called "peace" policy, is to lay the basis for the splitting of the leadership of the CP. It is part of the program to destroy the unity of the CP and to lay the basis for the splitting of the CP. It is part of the program to destroy the unity of the CP and to lay the basis for the splitting of the CP.

DUFFLE'S plan to help to build a new movement is to con-fine the struggle to the narrowest limits. It is to try to maintain the unity of the CP and to lay the basis for the splitting of the CP. It is part of the program to destroy the unity of the CP and to lay the basis for the splitting of the CP.
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Taxi Union Recognition Urged on Eve of Today’s Rally

By HERBERT SCHNE

Taxi drivers and workers were urged by the Teamsters Union yesterday to grant "union recognition and establish collective bargaining" in New York’s last big open shop industry. The bid for contract talks came as the union prepared for a mass rally of cab drivers at Madison Center tomorrow (Wednesday).

Thomas L. Hickey, vice-president of the Teamsters in charge of the taxi drive, declared the union hopes to avoid a "full scale strike.

Hickey said the rally tomorrow is intended to "demonstrate to their employers their determination to win union recognition."

The union says it has signed up 17,000 drivers to date out of 25,000 employed by fleet operators. An additional 5,000 drivers own their cabs.

Union president William Nock pointed out that the Teamsters have contracts in Chicago and Pittsburgh with the National Transportation Co., the largest fleet operator in New York.

Local 828 has called on all company-employed cab drivers to take a work holiday tomorrow. Hickey emphasized that "we are not calling upon the individual owner-driver to stay off the streets," that the United Taxi Owners Council has agreed to have its members park their cars tomorrow and stay out of the rally to "express their sentiments through their franchise owners.

The rally will be held at Union Square Park, not at the Membarium Hotel as reported.

DSCWAG RESTORE PENSIOS THOMPSON: WELLMAN

DETROIT, Jan. 16 - Restoration of the pension rights of James F. Thompson, a generalissimo who, by the Veterans Administration, was hailed as a "man of science and reason," by Paul L. Wellman, Jr., in a letter to VA which suggested his own pension and that of Robert D. Thompson should also be restored.

Addressing "H. V. H. Thompson, administrator of veterans affairs,"Wellman wrote, "The Department of Justice, which interpreted to be appealing to the United States Supreme Court, wrote:

"In the interests of fair play, I want to urge that you respect the

primary Tri-Term Opener in Trenton

Trenton, N.J., Jan. 16-Dr. Minor Sullivan, a Negro Democrat political figure here, went on trial today on a perjury charge involving a case which resulted in freedom for Negro suspects and increased of mercy for two others.
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